
Specifications for canon digital camera ixus-132 (pink) 

 

 

Technical Details 

Brand Canon 

Model 132 

Model Name IXUS 

Item Weight 132 g 

Product 

Dimensions 

9.3 x 2.2 x 5.2 cm 

Item model 

number 

132 

Memory 

Storage 

Capacity 

10 GB 

Removable 

Memory 

SDHC 

Resolution 16 megapixels 

Additional 

Features 

Intelligent IS for sharp results Intelligent IS combats camera shake to ensure 

all your photos and videos are sharp and detailed even at full zoom or in low 

light. It automatically adjusts the optical Image Stabilizer to the scene from 

multiple modes to prevent blur., LCD Monitor Size: 2.7-inch type, Power 

Source : Battery Pack NB-11L, Shooting Mode: Auto, P, Portrait, Smart 

Shutter*, Low Light, Fish-eye Effect, Miniature Effect, Toy Camera Effect, 

Monochrome, Super Vivid, Poster Effect, Color Accent, Color Swap, Snow, 

Fireworks, Long Shutter, Stitch Assist 

Screen Size 2.7 Inches 

Has Image Yes 



Stabilization 

Optical Zoom 8 X 

Digital Zoom 4 X 

Max 

Resolution 

16 Megapixels 

Optical Sensor 

Resolution 

16 Megapixels 

Min Focal 

Length 

28 Millimeters 

Batteries 

Included 

Yes 

Batteries 

Required 

Yes 

Flash Modes 

Description 

Auto, On, Slow Synchro, Off 

Includes AC 

Adapter 

Yes 

 

Product  Description  : 

Colour:Pink  

Easy operability and reliable high-quality Canon performance are reasons enough to carry the 

IXUS 132 everywhere. You will fall in love with the attention-getting quality of the camera's 

distinctly sophisticated modern design. Choose from silver, blue and pink.  

IXUS 132 

Superb images, IXUS style with 8x zoom 

Stylish metal-bodied IXUS in four stunning colour. 

Combining sleek IXUS styling with simple point and shoot operation, the 16 Megapixel IXUS 132 features 

Smart Auto, selecting the perfect photo or HD movie setting for every scene; and an 8x optical zoom 

with Intelligent image stabilizer for sharp detailed photos and HD movies. 

Key Features 

 Stylish metal-bodied IXUS in four stunning colours 
 8x optical zoom, 28mm wide-angle lens gets you closer; 16x Zoom Plus 
 16.0 Megapixels for highly detailed large prints and easy cropping 
 Optical Image Stabilizer with Intelligent IS keeps photos and movies sharp and detailed 
 Smart Auto (32 scenes) for point and shoot simplicity 
 HD movies (720p) and movie button to instantly capture all the action 
 6.8 cm (2.7") LCD (230k) for easy viewing and sharing 
 Fun and creative modes: Miniature, Fish-Eye and Toy Camera Effect 
 Eco mode gives more shots per battery charge 



Stylish IXUS in four colours 

The IXUS 132 has a beautiful slim and stylish metal body that’s small enough to take 

everywhere. Available in four stunning colours. 

Smart Auto (32 scenes) for point and shoot simplicity 

 

Smart Auto (32 scenes) 

Effortlessly shoot high quality photos or movies with Smart Auto, which detects the scene and 

automatically selects the optimal settings from 32 variables. 

Get closer: 8x zoom lens, 28mm wide-angle 

Use the 8x optical zoom to get closer to distant subjects or get even closer with 16x Zoom Plus - 

an advanced zoom technology with more visible detail and sharpness than a conventional digital 

zoom. Fit more in the frame with 28mm wide-angle for sweeping landscapes and great group 

shots. 

16 Megapixels for highly detailed large prints  

and easy cropping 

 

16.0 Megapixels capture fine detail 

Capturing all the detail from the genuine Canon lens the 16MP sensor delivers superb quality 

images that are perfect for large-scale prints (A3+) or creative cropping. 

HD movies (720p) with movie button 

Instantly record high quality HD movies (720p) with optical zoom by simply pressing the 

dedicated movie button. 

Intelligent Image Stabilizer for sharp results 

Intelligent Image Stabilizer combats camera shake to ensure all your photos and videos are sharp 

and detailed even at full zoom or in low light. It automatically adjusts the optical Image 

Stabilizer to the scene from multiple modes to prevent blur. 

6.8 cm (2.7”) LCD Screen 

A bright and clear screen (230k dots) lets you frame and view your shots with ease and makes 

sharing them with friends a pleasure. 



Fun and creative modes 

Experiment and have fun with a range of creative modes. Use Fish-eye Effect to re-create fish-

eye lens distortion, Super Vivid to boost colour saturation, retro Poster and Toy Camera Effects 

or Monochrome. Miniature Effect makes scenes in stills or movies look like miniature scale 

models. 

Eco mode 

Eco mode reduces battery consumption allowing you to capture more shots from a single battery 

charge. 

 

 

 Address : Office No. D-4, Ambika Darshan Building, Chittabhai Patel Road, Behind Sapan Nikhil 

Classes, Ahead of Kandivali Bus Depot, Kandivali (E), Mumbai-400101.  

 Phone No:  +022-28460505 (50 lines) 

 Email:  itsolutions@varay.co.in 
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